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What is MET?

It is India’s most recent and fastest growing assessment aimed to connect prospective Employers and Candidates. It is a scientifically-designed, remote-proctored assessment test which evaluates candidates using our deep analytics and data sciences algorithms on critical areas like communication skills, logical reasoning, quantitative skills and job-specific domain-skills, assisting recruiters to quickly identify their suitability for a job role.

MET is an online test conducted in your college labs which can been taken across all branches BE / B-Tech / MCA / BBA / BCA / MBA / PGDM with no eligibility criterion for a student to appear.

Know Employability
Standardize Industry Benchmarked Assessments to know individual employability

Get Certified
Candidates certified on over 9 Job Roles mapping to more than 2 Lakh + Jobs across multiple sectors

Get Hired
Get relevant job opportunities from over 700+ clients including Core, IT/ITES, start-ups etc
Why MET?

The Need for it

THE PROBLEM

Lack of campus visibility

Lack of transparency in company shortlisting process

Hit by criteria in percentage

Strengths not recognized by company tests

MET provides a way for remove these hindrances faced by the students in getting placed

- College gets visibility to companies associated with us, leading to long-term relationships.
- MET provides easy access to jobs from mass-recruiting companies that do not visit campus. It also helps in providing access to small and medium size companies which visit selective campuses.
- Our reach, scale and commitment has given thousands of people a merit based access to life changing opportunities ensuring full transparency.
- MET helps uncover candidate strengths which improves employability, thus helping colleges enhance their placement record.
Inside MET
Cognitive abilities MET tests you on

01 Quantitative Aptitude
The quantitative aptitude test measures the numerical ability and accuracy in mathematical calculations.

02 Logical Reasoning
Tests individuals process of using a rational, systematic series of steps based on sound mathematical procedures and given statements to arrive at a conclusion.

03 Verbal Ability
Tests ability to understand and apply the knowledge of English grammar and vocabulary.

04 Personality
Test to measure individuals mental capabilities, personality traits and behavioral style.

05 Attention to Detail
Checks ability to achieve thoroughness and accuracy when accomplishing a task.

06 Domain Skills
Measures ability of candidates in their choice of domain. Includes separate section for core engineering (Electrical, Mechanical, Electronics), Business Aptitude & Computer fundamentals.
MET increases candidate's placement prospects by 10x and provides them with a detailed assessment of their employability. Chances of getting shortlisted are increased by 5X with MET and a hiring ratio of 1/3 (best-in-class).
Why companies love MET?
Employers can’t reach out to every college in India and hire talent. The cost of logistics is too high to bear. MET to the rescue!
Rationale for Choosing MET

Why clients choose our All-in-One Platform

Why are we preferred?
From Sourcing to On-Boarding – Complete Fresher Recruitment Solution.

With solutions to blend on-campus, off-campus, pool campus, just in time hiring; end to end on-campus automated assessments and process; remote proctoring; auto proctoring and event management - MET is a complete package.

Mettl Employability Test delivers precision in indicating job-role fitment with high co-relation between test scores and true performance in 9+ job roles.
Companies hire through MET using the following Process:

1. **Company Shares JD**
   - MET screens profiles from its large database (1 lac+) of pre-assessed candidates based on multiple criterion.

2. **Screening**
   - MET shares screened candidate profiles with client for evaluation.

3. **Shortlisting**
   - Client shortlists candidate(s) for interview.

4. **Scheduling**
   - Mettl extends support to client in scheduling interview(s).

5. **Hired!**
   - Client conducts interview & hires.
How to get MET conducted at your college?
It’s simple & it’s free of cost. Next section explains how
MET makes it easy to conduct a campus drive for your students with this easy 5 step process. Prepare well and appear for MET. Better your score, Better the placement chances. All The Best!
What happens after MET?
You start receiving benefits of giving MET
After MET
The process flow

Candidate appears for MET, Which assesses their aptitude, personality and your skills in the domain / job-role of your choice.

Against the free conduction MET drive in your campus, we need you to provide a backlink on your website, which redirects to the official homepage for MET.

Our automatic grading system generates candidate’s performance analysis and reports it. All the scores are saved in our Employable Graduate Database.

Our Employers are provided access to a part of our database which fits their Job Description. MET has over 700+ Employers On-board.

The Employers share interview schedule for their opening directly with candidates. Hiring ratio being upto 34%.

💻👥
The MET Candidates App is here to give you that edge over your peers that you longed for!

Use it when you’re searching for a job that perfectly fits your aspirations and personality. With our new app you can apply for jobs on the go available through MET. Now available on Play Store.

- Candidate’s performance report would be sent to them on their email IDs used to give the MET within 4-7 days.
- They can also download their reports using the MET Candidate APP.
- Candidate’s can start using their MET Scores to apply for all the jobs available through MET on the app based on their performances.
Beside job opportunities, MET lets you know more about your current standing. Our intuitive 11 page report gives you an in-depth analysis at a glance.

**Benchmarks**
Benchmarks have been set as per the industry standards per Job Role with accuracy of 95%.

The MET Candidate report provides you with a comprehensive overview of your Performance, Job profile recommendation with highest level of precision and also a thorough SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis of your personality to help you improve your existing skill scores and yourself. Our research suggest that our deep analytics drive 30x greater chances of getting an opportunity.
MET Features

Additional Benefits after giving MET

1. **Assistance**
   - Free placement assistance

2. **Job Match**
   - Find perfect job matches for your skillset

3. **Multi dimensional testing**
   - Get evaluated on multiple fronts ranging from aptitude to behavioral

4. **Improvement**
   - Performance report helps you on how to improve yourself for long term

5. **2 Years Validity**
   - Interview calls & portal presence for 2 years
We help small stars do big things in this universe.
Feel free to say hi!
We are friendly and social

Mettl
Plot No. 97, Sector 44
Gurugram
Tel: 0124 646 0171 (10:00-18:00)

@tweetsfrommett

MettlEmployabilityTest

met-support@mettl.com